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ABSTRACT

services become a cause of data disclosure.

Today’s operating systems such as Windows

In this term paper we are going to present a

8 and Android make a change in the way of

framework for data prevention when our

user interaction with computer devices. Due

operating

to cloud computing every task is completed

with

with the collections of software in today’s

inbound and outbound traffic of user

operating systems those are purposed as user

operating system when user interacts with

application such as document viewer, social

cloud

network application, online supporting tools

disclosure on internet. This

etc. Operating system interaction workflow

provides

between these applications is difficult to

simple permission checks between user

understand as per security point of view.

application interactions with cloud services.

system

interacts

cloud services. Framework manages

services

to

security

prevent

data

from

framework

mechanism

with

During completion of a task it is also hard to
know what result occurs at every step when

INTRODUCTION

cloud

Today’s operating systems architectures are

services. As per data security importance

under observation and organizations make a

operating

system

interacts

with
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fundamental

change.

and

security role when user system interacts with

Android rapidly make change in their

cloud services as a middle security policy

operating systems [2], such as Microsoft take

between system interactions. Third party

suggestions regarding its product (Windows)

tools or cloud services cannot directly

on operating system security and make

interact with system at user level. Only

change in its today operating system [5, 8].

authenticate applications can interact with

Security

fine

user system those are define in framework

grained security policies in application

for sharing or converting data of user

interaction

[3,

system, no application can interact during a

11].Android security mechanism is not too

task up till completion and authentication of

much strong as compare to other [4, 9] so

framework. Framework work like a middle

that’s why data disclosure is raising up in it

man

such that in Android platform a application

application. Our term paper point out the

develop work together with other application

problems during system interaction with

to complete a larger user define task for

cloud services and data disclosure weak

example 1) open a attachment file in

points when system share it with others by

document viewer 2) chose option online

using third party tools in community of

convertor from word to PDF 3) select an

operating system security and lack of

social

security in application development due to

mechanism

with

network

Windows

change

cloud

8

with

services

application

for

communication This modularity strikes a

between

interacted

system

and

which data exposed.

balance between simple UNIX tools (e.g.,
sed, grep) and monolithic GUI applications
(e.g., MS Office).
In this paper we introduce a security policy
framework which prevent our system from
disclosure of data and information when
system user cloud services. Framework is
specially developed for prevention of data
disclosure such as office documents, audio
and video data, official pictures relevant to
secret projects etc. This framework play

Problem Statement:
Data is the most important in user system so
its security is also too much important like as
data. Prevent data from expose is important
in operating system security. In today’s
operating systems data accidently expose
with cloud services interaction in our system.
Such as an Email generate with attachment
file in .doc format and send to target system.
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After receiving that mail user click on

best way to pass a contract or make a

attachment file for view .doc format file. For

deal between two parties so, data

it system call online document viewer to

security of this mechanism in operating

view document from cloud services and also

system is also important. As per Figure:

purpose to convert .doc to PDF format with

1 a mail with attachment file become a

online application. When user accept take

cause of data disclosure.

the advantages of online converting tools,
user system data is disclose. During all upper
process it’s not easy to understand what’s up
at each step or result of each step. Major
drawback in it, system digital signature of
user system a hacker can easily can hack
during completion of task and take a miss
use of digital signatures. In this example
document viewer and word to PDF convertor
both tools are used by user system from
cloud services.

Purposed Solution:
We introduce a security policy framework
which prevent our system from disclosure of
data and information when system use cloud
services. Framework is specially developed
for prevention of data disclosure such as
office documents, audio and video data,
official pictures relevant to secret projects
etc. Framework monitor all inbound and out
bound traffic regarding cloud services. As
per Figure: 1 when our system share it’s
document

for

viewing

on

cloud

for

document viewer, after that system control
on data is out of order and our data is
disclose. In framework we manage our
security

mechanism

on

system

which

interacts with cloud services. Every traffic
regarding cloud services passed through this
framework on cloud. System will interact
In

a

business

environment

people

only those applications those are authenticate

generate mails for communication and

in framework. Framework perform large

consider it a

tasks step by step authentication. Our system
interacts at a time one application of cloud
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